### SUPPLIES
- **Winter Wonders Designer Cardstock** by Katie Pertiet
- **9.8" Green Styrofoam Wreath** (rounded not flat) or smaller size
- **Ribbon**
- **Aleene’s Tacky Glue**
- **Straight Pins**
- **12-inch Straight Trimmer**

### INSTRUCTIONS
1. Select five to seven designs from the Winter Wonders Designer Cardstock. Choose a mix of light, medium, and dark papers.
2. Cut approximately three to four border strips from each pattern measuring 1” x 12”. Run the strips between your fingers to soften the paper so that the paper strips will wrap around the wreath easier.
3. Lay out the paper strips in the order you want to wrap them. Choose your first strip and glue the edge of the strip to the back of the wreath with tacky glue. The pattern you selected should face towards you. You can use a pin to hold the end in place.
4. Wrap the paper strip around, offsetting as you wrap. End the strip at the back, trimming off excess if needed. Glue the end of the first strip down, pinning to hold in place.
5. Repeat the process with the second strip, starting at the back and gluing and pinning the strip in place and wrapping around the wreath. Trim, glue and pin the end of the strip at the back.
6. Continue until the wreath is entirely covered. Let glue dry completely and remove pins.
7. Add a bow to complete your wreath.

Option: Use the wreath without a bow as a base for a centerpiece for your table. Smaller styrofoam wreaths work well as a centerpiece base. You can also cut the strips narrower or wider depending on the size of your wreath.
Create the Look

Winter Wonder Paper Wreath by Debbie Hutchings
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